Use of biological motion based cues and ecological sounds in the neurorehabilitation of apraxia.
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Abstract: Technological progress in the area of informatics and human interface platforms create a window of opportunities for the neurorehabilitation of patients with motor impairments. The CogWatch project (www.cogwatch.eu) aims to create an intelligent assistance system to improve motor planning and execution in patients with apraxia during their daily activities. Due to the brain damage caused by cardiovascular incident these patients suffer from impairments in the ability to use tools, and to sequence actions during daily tasks (such as making breakfast). Based on the common coding theory (Hommel et al., 2001) and mirror neuron primate research (Rizzolatti et al., 2001) we aim to explore use of cues, which incorporate aspects of biological motion from healthy adults performing everyday tasks requiring tool use and ecological sounds linked to the action goal. We hypothesize that patients with apraxia will benefit from supplementary sensory information relevant to the task, which will reinforce the selection of the appropriate motor plan. Findings from this study determine the type of sensory guidance in the CogWatch interface. Rationale for the experimental design is presented and the relevant literature is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Smart prompting technologies play an increasing role in providing daily assistance to people suffering from compromised cognitive functioning (Seelye et al., 2011). The aim of the proposed study is to investigate the application of dynamic cues based on biological motion and ecological sounds to improve daily activities in a group of apraxic stroke survivors. In its simplest form, apraxia can be defined as a loss of the ability to use tools or perform hand gestures, and is typically caused by brain tissue loss in the parietal and frontal lobe areas of the left hemisphere (Goldenberg et al., 2007). Recent research conducted in UK, suggests that approximately 24% of stroke survivors have persistent signs of apraxia (Bickerton et al., 2012). Another group of patients that have difficulties with daily activities are those with action disorganisation syndrome (ADS). ADS patients typically suffer from bilateral frontal brain damage and have similar deficits to apraxic patients when performing daily activities (Cooper et al., 2005). Increasing the independence of apraxia and ADS patients during everyday tasks (such as making tea, grooming, and eating) is a matter of priority for patients, their caregivers, and clinicians (Hazel, 2012).
2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Apraxia as a stroke consequence

Apraxia is a neurological sign of brain damage, behaviourally observed as the inability to perform skilled, well-learned motor acts. Those acts might be transitive (i.e., involving tools or multi-step actions, such as sawing a piece of wood or teeth brushing) or intransitive (e.g., pantomime of gestures and imitation tool use) (Gross et al., 2008). These two different subtypes of apraxia are classified separately – conceptual apraxia and ideomotor apraxia respectively, but might coincide together. An important feature of apraxia is that it is independent from other sensory, or motor problems (such as paresis or spasticity) that might occur as a consequence of stroke damage. Due to apraxia, patients are prone to conceptual, spatial and temporal errors during daily activities that can lead to potential health and safety issues (e.g., grasping the knife by the sharp end, pouring boiling water onto the kitchen desktop). Common errors include problems with sequencing in multistep actions (e.g., action addition, omission, anticipation and perseveration errors) along with conceptual errors (e.g., misuse of objects, object substitution, hesitation, toying and mislocation) (Petreska et al., 2007). The difficulty with the use of objects is a source of frustration for patients, making them rely on caregivers for help in everyday life. This loss of independence compounds the problems associated with stroke, and makes the consequences of apraxia more debilitating (Hanna-Plady et al., 2003).

Although clinicians have established a set of well-developed assessment tools to trigger apraxic behaviour, the underlying mechanisms of error production are still not well understood (Goldenberg et al., 1996). The cognitive aspect of apraxia (i.e., the loss of knowledge or memory of how the action is performed) is often accompanied by changes in the kinematic pattern of the movement in the unimpaired hand. In the latter case, features such as grip aperture, time to peak velocity, deceleration phase are pointed out as possible kinematic markers of apraxia (Laimgruber et al. 2005). These difficulties, along with the loss of conceptual knowledge, create a void that could be filled by intelligent assistive technology that could facilitate patients’ motor performance during everyday activities.

Finding optimal cues (prospective information) that could be implemented in the assistive system for patients is one of the priorities of the CogWatch project. In this paper we explore and compare static and dynamic cues that could aid the daily functioning of patients. Of particular interest is to validate whether cues can provide information ahead of time to facilitate the motor execution in patients who exhibit impaired kinematic performance. Dynamic cues can incorporate both spatial and temporal aspects of the movement, or as in the case of prompts, provide verbal instruction about the next step of the action. In this study, we will investigate the use of cues that account for both conceptual and kinematic deficits in apraxia. This will be presented in the following section.

2.2 The aim of the CogWatch project

The aim of the CogWatch project is to provide an online prompting system that can be implemented in the home setting (Giachristis et al., submitted). This system is comprised of three technological modules: instrumented tools that provide feedback to the system indicating how an object is being manipulated, CogWatch wrist worn device that provides feedback about the errors and prompting instructions to a patient, and a Virtual Task Execution (VTE) screen that provides prospective sensory guidance about the appropriate object and tool action and execution.

Additionally, the feedback system will be based on two types of cues: semantic feedback (i.e., information that the error was made via visual, sensorimotor and auditory channel) and dynamic cues that provide prospective information as to how the next step of action should be performed (based on the motion capture recordings of healthy individuals performing and action with the same objects and task scenario).

2.3 Prospective cues

Cues are widely embedded in our everyday environment, for example in traffic lights that signal when it is a safe time to cross a road. The term ‘cue’ can be defined as external information relevant to the movement execution (Horstink et al., 1993). In general, cues are divided into sources of spatial and temporal information. Gibson (1950) proposed that the environment is built of structured arrays of sensory information that we can perceive through different sensory modalities. Spatial cues can
provide information about *where* to aim a movement (e.g., target space on an object) whilst temporal cues can provide information about *when* to execute the movement (e.g., a metronome that triggers a “move now” response). For example, if the goal of the action is to grasp a moving object, successful interception with the target requires the action to be coupled to the motion path of the object. Object in motion can provide continuous information on both the spatial and temporal dimensions that directly guides our motor planning. By comparison, a stationary object can only provide spatial cues about the current placement of the object without additional temporal information. Using sensory information to guide goal-directed actions relies on the indirect sensorimotor pathways in the basal-ganglia circuitry that are involved in motor learning and interaction with the environment (Redgrave et al., 2010).

Cues can be presented in all sensory modalities: visual, acoustic, haptic, somatosensory (Sveistrup, 2004), and can be static or dynamic (Amblard et al., 1985). So far, the use of cueing paradigm has been most effectively applied to rehabilitation of motor impairments in Parkinson’s disease, such as gait (Nieuwboer et al., 2007), and arm movements in the hemiparesis following stroke (Thaut et al., 2002). Since apraxia is a multifaceted syndrome, an effective cueing method needs to prevent patients from committing both conceptual and dynamic errors during their task performance. We propose that cues based on biological motion recordings of healthy adults performing transitive and intransitive movements are potentially a best fit for further exploration as they have a potential to encapsulate both motor concept and efficient motor programme.

2.3 Two lines of exploration: cues based on biological motion vs. ecological sounds

The aim of this study is to verify which cues are best tailored to the needs of patients with apraxia syndrome, based on the plethora of research dedicated to action perception coupling. To do so, we propose two paths of exploration. First, to test the cues based on the biological motion of a healthy adult performing the action (transitive and non-transitive), incorporated in a simulation of a moving avatar on the VTE screen. Second, to test the use of ecological sounds linked to achieving the goal of the action (e.g., the sound of the tooth brushing) alone and incorporated in the animations.

![Figure 1: Illustration of the cueing paradigm for apraxia patients and how relevant information about the motor concept could be extracted from the dynamic cues of different sensory modalities. Information perceived (for example via visual channel) is analysed in terms of temporal and spatial features and its relevance (meaning) which feeds into missing motor concepts and movement planning.](image)

**2.3.1. Incorporating biological motion into avatar movement.**

The idea that the observation of another person’s movement can activate motor representation stems from the research on primate subjects conducted by the Parmesan group of Rizzolatti (see Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; Prinz, 1997). Researchers have identified a class of neurons, referred in the literature as ‘mirror neurons’ that are activated when one performs a motor action, and when observing another individual performing this action (primate and human studies). Perception of the action of others not only discharges neurons involved in motor representation, but also consequently facilitates acts that are congruent to the displayed action performance and inhibits actions that are not congruent with the observed motion (Christensen et al., 2011). In primate research, the discharge of mirror neurons was demonstrated to be linked to the availability of the goal of action. That is, transitive actions only (Rizzolatti et al., 2001). In humans, however, the activity of the mirror neuron network is not determined by the goal of action, as intransitive acts also can elicit discharge of those neurons (Jackson et al., 2005; Fadiga et al., 1995, Tanaka et al., 2002). Interestingly, intransitive actions are the first actions that are copied by human newborns (Meltzoff et al., 1977). Gallese and Goldman (1998)
suggested that the mirror neuron network plays a crucial part in motor learning in humans, as it facilitates the acquisition of motor skills (such as tool use) through imitation. In summary, there is a body of research suggesting that sensory information linked to the action in the environment, is mapped onto the motor representation of this action (Rizzolatti et al., 2001). Usually action observation imposes 3rd person perspective perception (see Figure 2). However, Jackson et al. (2005) have found a subtle difference (in terms of brain activation patterns) between observation and imitation of motor acts in humans, depending on the perspective of the person perceiving a motor event. Their work, based on fMRI investigation, suggests more tight links between 1st person perspective and the sensorimotor system, compared to the 3rd person perspective that requires additional transformation of the visuospatial perspective. In line with their findings, observing an action from a 1st person perspective does not require additional mental operations, and therefore might be better suited to imitation learning. Indeed, limited evidence from clinical apraxia research suggests that patients with apraxia make less motor errors in pantomime when seated next to them, rather than vis-à-vis (Jason, 1983).

Figure 2: Illustration of the 1st and 3rd person perspective on the example of tooth brushing. The photo on the left illustrates 1st person perspective (left hand), the photo on the right 3rd person view (left hand).

The novel aspect of this study is to use biological motion displays that provide temporal characteristics of the movement that can be incorporated into motor planning (see Figure 1). From the mirror neuron perspective, the observation of an avatar performing an action (e.g., tooth brushing) has the potential to facilitate action performance in apraxia patients. Limited research on the use of cues in apraxia suggests that the addition of somaesthetic cues may improve certain aspects of apraxic movement (de Renzi et al., 1982). The supplementary information prescribed by the cues might promote the selection of an adequate motor program (Hermsdörfer et al., 2006).

2.3.2 Ecological sounds

Vision is the most intuitive sensory modality that allows us to interact with the environment and to regulate our movements (Goodale, & Humphrey, 1998). However, recent scientific evidence suggests that vision, audition, and haptic modalities are partially interchangeable (Zahariev, & MacKenzie, 2007). Humans are capable of identifying both the size and shape of an object dropped onto a surface using auditory feedback of the event, without any visual information or previous knowledge of the object (Laktos et al., 1997; Grassi, 2005; Houben et al., 2005). The common coding approach suggests that motor representations can be accessed through different sensory modalities, as the sensory representations are shared in the brain (Hommel et al., 2001). Importantly, previously mentioned research on motor neurons, also shows that mirror neurons discharge when the action-related sounds were made available without the action being visible (Kohler et al., 2002, Keyser et al, 2003). Another recent investigation has demonstrated that mirror neurons can respond to newly acquired associations between sounds (not relevant to action) and actions via learning (Ticini et al., 2012). This suggests that the human brain operates on a high-order sensory-motor representation level, which is independent from the afferent input and directed at the goal of actions. In line with ideomotor theory, some authors speculate that action goals are tangled with the expected sensory feedback (Prinz, 1997).

Ecological sounds (i.e. sounds that are linked to the goal of the production, such as the sound of a nail hit by a hammer, a passing helicopter, or a bouncing ball) contain spatio-temporal characteristics that allow humans to successfully interact with the environment. For example, to avoid colliding with a moving object (e.g., passing car) or intercept with the environment (e.g., catch a ball). In addition, ecological sounds have been demonstrated to boost motor performance in Parkinson’s disease. Young et al. (2012) used the sound of walking on gravel, with different gait characteristics (e.g., stride amplitude, cadence) to facilitate walking in people with moderate to advanced Parkinson’s. In those patients, an
improvement in gait pattern was observed when their steps were mapped to the sound of walking, delivered via headphones.

In this study, we propose using sounds that are associated with everyday actions – the sound of tooth brushing, sawing and hammering. These cues will be compared to verbal commands, avatar displays in the 1st and 3rd person (see Figure 2), and still pictures.

2.4 Experimental design

In the pilot study phase, cues will be validated in a group of five neurologically healthy adults. Further, a group of 10 patients with recognised apraxia features will be tested, along with 10 age-matched controls to create baseline performance for the patient group. Patients will be recruited from the Klinik für Neuropsychologie in Städtisches Klinikum München (STKM), Germany. Ethical approval was granted for the study by a local committee.

Control and patient groups will be tested under three conditions:

A. Actual action execution
B. Pantomime with action object visible
C. Pantomime with action object not visible

Three daily tasks will be introduced:

- Tooth brushing
- Sawing a piece of wood
- Hammering

The set of cues will comprise of:

I. No cues, instruction of the task given before the task starts
II. Verbal prompts, step by step
III. Simulation 1st perspective
IV. Simulation 3rd perspective
V. Simulation 1st perspective+sounds
VI. Simulation 3rd perspective+sounds
VII. Sounds only
VIII. Still pictures sequence
IX. Still pictures sequence plus sounds

Participants will perform each of the tasks under three conditions with the set of IX cueing blocks for each condition. Motor performance will be recorded using high frequency video cameras and an ultrasonic motion capture system (Zebris). Pantomime and tool use will be assessed using the Goldenberg & Hagmann (1998) 2 point scale. The following kinematic variables noted in the literature as motor features of apraxia (Laimgruber et al., 2005) will be analysed: movement time (MT), peak velocity (PV), deceleration phase (DP) and grip aperture (GA). In addition, errors will be categorized according to the error classification proposed by Schwartz et al. (1995). To observe how presentation of cues can moderate motor planning in patients, error corrections will be subdivided into two categories: pre-error correction (e.g., hesitation before performing a movement in a wrong spatial position) and post-error correction (e.g., changing the spatial position after the movement proved to be ineffective). Number of errors committed and kinematic features of the movement will be compared across conditions for each patient and groups between patients and age-matched controls.

3 RESEARCH AIMS

The purpose of this research is to explore how patients with apraxia can benefit from the availability of artificial environmental sensory information that can be harnessed for motor planning. The rationale behind the study is based on the assumption that patients will be able to extract this information to aid their own cognitive and kinematic deficits of tool use and gesture production. The critical question is to define which cues have the greatest potential to be utilised by patients to prospectively guide their movements and effectively be implemented in the CogWatch interface.

In addition, the study aims to explore how perception of biological motion displays moderate behaviour in apraxia patients, depending on the perspective of perception (1st person versus 3rd person). To the best knowledge of the authors, this study is the first to address this issue in individuals with apraxia. We hypothesize that task performance will improve in terms of the decreased number of conceptual and motor errors committed when dynamic cues are made available (the ones based on the biological motion and ecological sounds), in comparison to task performance when no cues are available, or they are static and do not contain biological movement patterns.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The work on this project is still ongoing and requires detailed experimentation with selected stroke survivors that show persistent signs of apraxia. On the basis of the data analysis from the proposed study, the most effective method of cueing action use and pantomime will be implemented in the CogWatch interface.

The current development of the CogWatch system aims to provide a user-friendly, home-based solution for stroke survivors that will improve their degree of independence during daily living. In addition, the user-experience will be enhanced by providing a customised interface for each patient. The interface will be tailored to the personal preferences and requirements, to increase the comfort of interaction, ecological validity and efficacy of the system. For example, the avatar used in the simulation will be personalised to resemble the patient and his home environment. The cueing method will also be adjusted to the capabilities of the patients, for example, whether the person is able to move both arms or just one (hemiparesis). This non-immersive system will allow the transfer of information that is necessary to successfully accomplish daily activities such as preparation of food.

Importantly, the CogWatch system is designed to be an entirely non-invasive and affordable solution for the majority of patients. The technology implemented in the project so far (KinectTM system and VTE monitor) is relatively low cost and is under continuous development by the manufacturers. Furthermore, it offers flexibility in adjusting and updating the interface to the changing needs of patients (for example, partial recovery). Finally, the CogWatch system is targeted at home-based rehabilitation of the patients in a chronic phase of the disease, when often they do not have further access to rehabilitation from their medical providers. The CogWatch system will deliver affordable and easy access to therapeutic intervention at patients’ homes, which is the most comfortable and natural setting, without a need for supervision.

An additional benefit for the patient is that the Cogwatch system will be able to provide an online and objective assessment of the patient’s progress that can partially replace the clinic visits (Giachristis, & Randall; submitted). In sum, the CogWatch system will be driven by readily available and cost efficient technology that can be customised to patient requirements in order to heighten user-friendliness.
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